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» CCS Group:

Vital solutions throughout
the design process
The complementary IT solutions delivered by
CCS Group can play a vital part in supporting
design and manufacturing processes, proving
highly beneficial for customers within the
electromechanical industry in both Scandinavia
and the Baltic states.
”We provide world leading software tools which together support the
entire lifespan of a company’s design process – from initial design,
analysis and design verification, through prototyping, manufacturing,
testing and documentation to life cycling, controlling and revisions,”
states chairman of CCS Group, Lars Kvendbø.
SKILLED ENGINEERS

Simply Powerful. Powerfully Simple.
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Design & Manufacturing IT-solutions for
electromechanical industry since 1988.

From head office in Norway, CCS Group has provided solutions for a wide
variety of customers since 1988. Today, the company has offices and partners
all over Scandinavia, and its 50 employees possess a high level of technical
competence.
”Our engineers have expert knowledge within their respective fields,
enabling them to function as technical advisors during the process. Many of
them are also part-owners, which means they are willing to walk that extra
mile in order to support our customers in the best possible way,” Kvendbø
points out.
The CCS Group has close to 1000 customers, ranging from major global
corporations to small one-person businesses, electromechanics being their
common feature. Thus, the software
systems have supported design processes
of anything from office chairs to major
subsea installations.

“CCS Group stays up-to-date at all times
and always secures our customers the
best complete solutions for their needs,”
says chairman Lars Kvendbø.

COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTIONS

The four different IT solutions in the CCS portfolio complement each other
in order to cover the entire design process:
» Pro-M. Self-developed software covering production and MPS.
» SolidWorks. 3D software tools for design, simulate, publish, and
data management from Dassault Systems (US).
» E³.series. Electro/Hydraulic ECAE software from ZukenE3 (Germany).
» GibbsCAM. Production/CAM software from Cimatron (US).
”We make sure the software from one or more of these suppliers are fully
integrated with our customers’ IT systems and infrastructure. All the
solutions are easily managed, and don’t require dedicated operators, although
some basic training is necessary. We provide this, as well as upgrades and
certifications, making sure CCS Group stays up-to-date at all times and
always secures our customers the best complete solutions for their needs,”
Lars Kvendbø concludes.
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